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Bischof
The challenging summit tour to the viewing mountain in the Kitzbühel South Mountains.
Overview

total walking time 9 h distance 18,0 km difficulty difficult

altitude meters uphill 1290 m altitude meters downhill 1243 m highest point 2096 m

starting point: Wander-Infoplatz Aurach

destination point: Wander-Infoplatz Aurach

road quality: asphalt, alpine paths

Altitude profile

Description

Der Bischof - The Bishop - a demanding mountain tour that starts in Oberaurach. Follow the signs past the church towards
Wildalm, Hochwildalm, which mostly allows us to ascend to the Hochwildalm on alpine roads. After the Hochwildalm, the
hiking trail to the 'Bischofsjoch' becomes more demanding and from the yoke every hiker needs to be sure-footed. The
ascent to the summit is pretty rocky, but the climb is still clearly visible. Before we reach the summit, you can see the
destination from far away by the summit cross. At the summit, the eye wanders from the Leoganger Steinberge, Loferer
Steinbergen, Steinplatte, Wilder Kaiser, Hahnenkamm, Großer Rettenstein to the Hohe Tauern. The same climb leads us
back to the Hochwildalm. While you take a break at the hut, you can calmly retrace the ascent route to the bishop. We start
the descent strengthened and reach our starting point. Attention, this tour is only recommended in safe and dry weather! In
spring, snow fields can still make it difficult to get in!
Checkpoint Digital Hiking Pin: Bischof

 

Route

Oberaurach (Kirche) - Richtung Wildpark - Wildalm - Hochwildalm (Hochwildalm Hütte der Naturfreunde) - Bischofsjoch -
Bischof same route back
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equipment

ankle-high, sturdy shoes, functional clothing suitable for mountaineering, rain protection, sun protection, plenty of drinks,
comfortable rucksack, hiking poles, snack

hut/alpine hut

Hochwildalm closed
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